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CONGRESS SAYS NO TO COLBY 
by Corey Taylor 
Student Congress, with its 
largest turnout· all year, voted 
33-13, to cancel an invitation to 
former CIA direstor William 
Colby for an appearance at 
Ithaca College Nov. 14. That 
contract was officially terminat-
ed yesterday according to Judy 
Sax, Chairperson of the S.A.B. 
Speakers Committee. Ithaca 
College becomes the first coJlege 
to cancel Colby because of 
controversy. Congress tabled a 
motion which would have allow- . 
ed Colby to speak if ex-CIA 
member John Marks could be 
secured on the same platform, 
immediately following Colby. 
Sax said, in discussing the , 
possibility of Colby speaking 
with Marks, "as it stands the 
decision was to cancel, the other 
amendment was to bring Colby 
and Marks together; in light of 
what happened at Congress the 
decision on the floor was to 
cancer in its prese!Jt form null 
and void." Colby would have to 
had to agree to an appearance 
with Marks under his old con-
tract, since the terms, lecture, 
was used in reference to Colby's 
appearance. Sax noted, "by 
virtue oi the word lecture it is 
one person giving a discourse on 
a subject -.or subjects/' .. · ·., '." · 
. Tuesdi:iy's meeting was at, 
~ended by over one/ hundred 
people,. most against Colby, 
judging by the applause levels 
accorded each speaker. 
Chairperson, Marge Brown 
offered thEt chair to anyone who 
was willing to accept, because of 
her public position against Colby. 
Brown remained in the chair for 
the meeting, as no one accepted. 
Brown set down strict rules 
concerning the order of speakers 
and time limits for each speaker .. 
These rules were challenged 
later in the meeting by Jeremy 
Lubcher, an I.C. student. 
Lubcher, who was once almost 
bodily removed, challenged Mar-
ge Brown's authority, calling her 
and the Congress, fascists. He 
claimed that, "people that talk 
here against the popular conseh-
sus will be ridiculed. People 
can't take this kind of ridicule." 
Lubcher's complaint stemmed 
from his not getting a chance to 
speak when the motion was made 
to take a vote on the issue. 
Brown explained, "I am a short 
person, it is impossible to see 
everyone in such a large room," 
Lubcher received his chance to 
speak after order was restored. 
Opening statements were 
made by SAB Chairman Jim 
Ohm and Assistant Professor of 
History Glenn Altschuler. Ohm 
said, "The educational value for 
the campus as a whole is a major 
issue we should be looking at 
tonight.'.' Altschuler argued the 
sam_~_point in different manner, 
he said, · ". think about ·the 
opportunity you have now to 
have a say in something you 
believe in." Altschuler told the 
students to ask for their money 
back. Colby will be receiving 
half of the two thousand dollar 
fee even though he will . not 
Registration 
Cancelled 
by Preston Stew.@!"t 
. In an- unprer<:!dented move 
to save time and money, the 
Regestrar's Office has decided to 
cancel Spring registration. Pre-
registration, scheduled for next 
week, v.,,ill in fact be the regular 
·registration period. Students 
will still be able to utilize · the 
two-week add-drop period once 
the Spring Semester begins. 
The. idea for cancellation of 
registration was developed by 
Registrar John Stanton. Ac-
cording to Stanton, "People were 
not taking Pre-registration seri-
~>Usly ." Students· were over-
-enrolling, and using the· time 
period between Pre-registration 
and registration day to . decide 
which classes and or teachers· 
they wished. Thi~ practice 
would lock others out of classes 
they may have needed. 
As one may have guessed, 
the administration has provided 
a means for' students to pay 
tuition bjlls with out the· use of 
registration day. Now, the 
student must'pay by mail, before 
spring semester begins (tenta-
tively, in the very beginning of 
January.) · 
Meal stickers will simply be 
applied when the Student re-
turns for his first meal. The 
attendant checking LD.'s will 
Conti"nued on page 5 
News· Analysis 
ludget Slashed. 
appear. 
LC. Student Ron Chuger-
man rapped Altschuler saying, 
"he doesn't know what he's 
talking about, l'd like a crack at 
him" (in reference to Colby). 
One student who has seen Colby 
speak said, "we have to, forget 
his past job. Had he been a 
JudySax, 
SAB Speakers Chairperson 
retired senator or congressman 
we wouldn't be concerned. 
· Others have·failed to get at him. 
We are only wasting our time 
. having him come to campus." 
This student added, "paying him 
i.s supporting him for what he's 
done. Would you pay Son of Sam 
to talk about his accomplish-
ments?" 
The debate raged on for 
about two hours. In addressing 
the issue of free speech. Dick 
Lory stated, "the people with the 
power like Colby say no, you 
can't speak. We don't excercise 
enough power over Colby to 
effect his free speech. Some 
people will be persuaded by this 
professional to believe what he 
says more than some people 
being denied a shot at Colby: Do 
_ not permit Colby to speak 
without someone else __ against 
· C~lby, equally professional at the 
same time on the same stage." 
One girl noted, "we are making 
the decision for other members 
of the campus. I personally want 
to hear the man and understand 
what he has done and what he is 
saying." Senior Class President 
Howie Schloss reminded every-
one that, "there is no reason 
anyone has' to listen to him 
speak, we only have to sit and 
listen at commencement." 
Politics Professor Montanna 
Morton lashed out at a statement 
made by the administration's 
representative, Walter Borton of 
the Office of Public Information. 
Borton said, in a personal 
statement, "I think that before 
you become overly concerned 
about the .fact that to .hear 
someone like William F. Colby, 
you have to pay him, you should 
remember that to hear someone 
like Bella Abzug, or Ralph 
Nader, or Dick Gregory or 
George McGovern, or even the 
man who. prosecuted one of the 
most bizarre murders of all time, 
Gregory To Speak 
Vincent Belligosi, you have to 
pay them too." Morton retorted, 
"It misses the point to compare 
Colby with GregQry, you are 
comparing the oppressor and the 
oppressed." Borton discussed 
the role the administration play-
ed in the securing of Colby. 
Borton noted the Distinguished 
Visitors Series he is currently 
involved in planning. He noted. 
"When Judy and I talke about 
who she was considering for the 
fall, and specifically who would 
be available for more than a one 
shot lecture, she knew of two 
people who worked in that 
format, Ron Nesson and William 
Colby. It was decided at a group 
· meeting of faculty, administra-
tors, and students that Colby 
would be an appropriate cooper-
ative venture for SAE and the 
series. "When the tone of the 
reaction to Colby coming to 
campus was set, Borton conclud-
ed that, "it would simply not be 
appropriate to consider Colby as 
a part of such a series." Sax 
partially agreed with Borton 
stating that, "when the group 
discussed Colby no one believed 
there would be any problem with 
the administration backing Col-
by." She added however, "we 
were working under the assump-
tion that we had the administra-
tion behing us, but a recent 
article in the Ithacan prompted 
them not to support us. I wasn't 
told about this until Tuesday 
when I went to see Walt." 
In Union Tonight 
by David Rosenberg 
Dick Gregory, who has been 
called "The_ world's foremost 
freelance humanitarian," will -
speak .at Ithaca College 
at 8:15 
pm in Egbert.Union Cafeteria.· 
His talk will be free and open to 
the public. 
cities. Gregory fought for civil 
rights, for a termination to the 
Vietnam War. and for other 
activist causes of the time. By 
1968 Dick Gregory had shed his 
role as a comedian and had 
When Dick Gregory began his r. '.: .: 
1974-75 lecture season, he had 
,• . just completed his 8;;-mile "run 
against hunger". He ran from 
Chicago to Washington, D.C. to 
call attention to the problem of 
hunger in the world today and to 
prod the national conscience into 
responding to the hunger crisis. 
Born in the deep South, into 
poverty, Gregory quickly learn-
ed what it meant to be poor arid 
. Black in the South. His 
. experiences in the South are 
: :;r, 
why not? That sounds ridiculous 
but when you stop to think about 
it, getting America's racism out 
in the open may be the only way 
to solve it." These statements 
are indicative of Gr:egory's abili-
' •' 
·expressed in his autobiographical ' .,. ... , , . .,.., 
~ftv~:-~~g;~/;;;~h;iui;h 
1
~::t _)_}:,:·;:-~:f/ . ,. 
Gregory' developed his uncanny . · Dick'Gregory will speak int e Union Cafeteria at 
Jeff . . ability to make people laugh. 8:15 tonight. The program is sponsored by SAB and ALS. The senior. 1class· budget, Acco~ding_ to Eden, the· .. Trying· to ·earn some· doll.ars, -=b--..;.;=~1-~-~l :;.;;.;~.;;.;. ;;;;.;;;.....~;,;;;.:;;:;;:..;;,;;...;:;::..,..;;;.;.;,;;:....;.;;;... ___ _ 
by Bette Ann Sacks 
which is allocated by the Student. President. of· the. Student Gov- Greg-0ry started to work in ecome l\ po 1t1ca activist. In ty to use irony as an effective 
Government, has been cut to· ernment, ::the. St~d~nt Govern- various Southern nignt cluos as a 1968 Gregory wrote articles for leterary device in discussing an 
$3500,-in comparison with $4700 ment has,only a_lmuted amount .. comedian, Soon he. established The Saturday Evening Post and American dilemma. In the 
allocated to the senior class of· of ~one_r · to d1Spersce _among himself as one of the country's Look magazine. When Southern article he wrote for Look 
last year. Seniors (lecide how to var1ou~ ·,Studen~ at~lebc, ~nd most talented and renown-eom- l~a?ei:~ attempted to stifle the Magazine, Gregory was not 
spend.the mon.ey that is allocated- educational organizations" ex1sti. · d" · · · civil rights move~ent, Gregory calling for support for Wallace. 
and, traditionally, the money has ing on campus; Eden said "This e Sians. -1· · · ,.d· ,d wrote about,' George Wallace in Instead he was arguing that 
h . - ' evera years passe an · 'Look -ag,,,..;n 1968 · "I · h uld b b ht t · b~n used. for the famous 200 ,year, t ere are more organiza- certain crucial national events···· , .. . . ..... ..... e, . : n my racism s o e roug ou m 
, days 'party, 100 days party,· and tions ori . ~us. ·such as peer _ b · t tak h Th . .1 opu~ion Georg~ Wallace would be to the open and could be if . Se~ior We~k •. w~ich' is the w~ek . c~~nciling,_":·Priorities · must be· ri~~ rn°ovem:!t ::~ in· ::~;t. ~t 1~eal 1;re
8
s1dent of ~he !).~.A. America's bigots would stand up 
prior to graduation. · __ · : · .made ,an~ the .St~dent ··Govern- - The.. Vietnam War had reached . mon ° . out~ Africa. '"'As a and be counted. 
· The budget cut is attributed ·: ment did not .feel that "Parties · ·ts peak in i:I ·str . t· - d t ·matter of fact, it wouldn t hurt Gregory's run from Chicago 
·. · - . f· .• ·. ,. · -.•. ·· ·. · ... '· 1 . · e. ucionan ·cos. ·.black\folksso.muchifhebeeam9 ,t W h" atnn d ti 
- to ~h~- question o . P~·. C~~~onP,Jge.ll {ij~~ pla~e«hlf~_._·natio_~·s major :Pi:esid~rit·of the, U.S:A .. A.nd.·, o, as lDi:,- was -a rama c 
,-.. . . . ,,, _ ,. . ., Crmtir,ued rm p,ige 8 · 
::·~~,-ll!Jt.\i/.::·i,.;- .-"\:._.,:·;,:~:·,,.:\·.'" ,,, .. ,: .. ,:,~:· :·: ... >)\, ... :·,', -~· . 
' ' 
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[bet's Shape Up The· Congressional System 
When a student has to complain about his right Congress to change the situation for secoM 
to vote at a Congress meeting, we feel it is time to semester. We offer the following simple guidelines 
take a look at the system in use. We don't condone as possible solutions: . 
Jeremy''Lubcher's act of disruption at the packed 1. Each dorm, club and academic department must 
Congress meeting, but we can understand his hold an election on a day designated by the Student 
frustration. There are glaring weaknesses in the Body President, to· vote on candidates for office 
current Congressional system. Many representa- within two weeks after the start of each semester. 
one, may volunteer to do so providing that the 
election process failed to provide a student 
representative. 
4. Any student may join Student Congress as an 
independent providing they volunteer within five 
days following the designated election day. 
tives represent constituents in' dorms other tha:n Representatives must -be a dorm resident in the We feel these four guidelines. are a start to the 
their own. Would you like your U.S. Congressman dorm they represent; club representatives must be restructuring of a ·now antiquated system. It 
to live m another state? The Towers have different members of the club they represent and majors should not be anyone's concern that a dorm is not 
problems from the Terraces just like Cortland has may only represent their own department. represented. If students are given the proper 
from Ithaca. Let's get true dorm representation in 2. Congress members must maintain a 75 percent notice of set procedures involving elections, and no 
our Congress, instead of trying to satisfy a roll call. attendance ratio, with the first four meeting and one responds from a particular dorm, than 
We call upon Student Body President Jeff Eden to each succeeding four meetings used as the obviously no one cares. It's plain and simple. Lefs---
take immediate action to rectify this problem. barometer for gauging members' attendance. get only people in Congress who want to be there. 
Investigate the current situation, look at sugges- 3. Any student who wishes to represent any dorm, They'll do a good job or at least a "~~ing one; wp 
lions for improvement and then make a proposal to club or school/division, who meets requirement hope. 
ii/iiifili I 6 AIGdi q Fii!IS 5/¥ H N E±M535fs+W 
.. * r 6 a Hiii¥62¥¥1H++ #¥ N'#Hi 
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Were the Students Truly Represented? 
Yesterday the Student Con-
gress voted against having Wil-
liam Colby speak here. I do not 
foe! the outcome of the vote is as 
important an issue as whether 
the student body was truly 
represented by its so called 
Student Congress. 
or democracy. 
I felt that the Congress was 
close minded to opinions other 
than their own. People who had 
opinions which differed from the 
main stream were sometimes 
heckled by spectators. If you are 
not allowed as a student to 
substantiate your opinions (with-
out heckling) than you need no 
Congress. 
A Congress which is oppres-
Jail Cell 
Interview Better? 
sive, which does not question all Congress without legitimacy. I 
its constituents' opinion, is a · Continued on page 4 
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I for one have no knowledge 
of who my student representa-
1 ive is. I have never voted for 
him or her and was never even 
informed of whether there was 
an election. 
This was the first meeting I 
attended and I was therefore 
unaware of student government 
procedure. The "debate" which 
was held seemed more like an 
open forum for condemning 
William Colby's past activities, 
and the question as to whether 
most students desired· to hear 
him speak was never really 
brought up. 
At the Con1-,rress meeting 
one or more empty seats which 
are entitled to vote were filled at 
random by students just like 
myself, supposed non-voters. 
Their vote ('ounted as much as 
duly elected n•presentatives yet 
they carried no constituency. 
This, in m o inion, is not ·ustice 
/it~,;(_?:;!~ 
,-, 
l{1g-ht now. I'd like to find a 
ma.1or that i, iwrtin<'nt to. my. 
intPn·sts that will sustain itself 
for the n•~t of my lif P. 
Tom Erhl.~nd 
undt'<·id,•d "RO 
To the Editor: 
I would like to protest the 
S:A.B.'s decision to invite Wil-
liam Colby to speak at Ithaca 
College. I can't guess what the 
motives were behind this, but I 
don't believe that the academic 
community here at LC. is the 
appropriate forum for the lies 
and deception this man wiJI 
bring-. A jail-cell interview 
would be better, I think. 
Mr. Colby believes the C.I.A. 
to be an ,nstitution of consider-
able merit, and voiced this 
opinion when he spoke at Cornell 
University in 1976. He has not 
chang-ed his views and wil! not, I 
believe, constructively confront 
the reality of the research done 
concerning- the C.I.A.'s actions in 
Chile until and during the coup in 
1973, in Vietnam, and many 
other places. As long as Mr. 
Colby is -going to be a public -
relations man for the C.I.A. 
there won't be a worthwhile 
dialogue between him and the 
community. It's optomistic on 
my part to even consider this, 
. What .this man is and repre-
sents is offensive to me, and 
indeed the spirit' of the commun-
ity we are part of. This college 
shouldn't give undeserving cre-
dence to such a person by 
inviting him here to speak! The 
S.A.B.'s decision is unwarranted 
and will produce a farce where 
earnest students will be banging 
on a brick wall in the form of a 
professional liar. I don't consider 
Continued on page 5 
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A nice long extended 
vacation! A gin and tonic, and _my diploma. 
QUESTION At this point in 
I 
tinw, what do . you want more than 
anything- el_sr'! 
Doug Kennedy 
Planned Studies '79 
'' 
I'm a freshman artdl'd like to 
Dave Merkel 
Business '78 
, .. 
: : ~ ~ make :athe most out of the "time 
'Our diploma, a good job, and a 
Ferrari. 
i'd likl• to ft1llfill all my t'r<'dit Tm spending here. r· hope my 
r(•quirenwnts and g-raduate. major:. ends up being what I 
:\1:-o: I'd like 10 throw a rotten reallv :want, and I want to make 
pumpkin at William Colby. To make it througfcolleg-e. alot ·or close relationships. So ·79 
Curt Westergard , ;·· Jarqui Nichols . far·, I"in ver~ happy! Dean Paolucci 
: · Writing-/Art '7.B., ,=•' ~>{ • / , Psyrh. '81 . •v . - · •• •. ~-- ._ .. ,./ t;tNatrhe Norman .m.4 GO.(.) lrnw 
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WAIJT TO, •• 
Colby Not Here;, 
Doesn't Hurt Free Sa>eech 
To the Editor: 
The decision to invite William 
Colby· to Ithaca College and the 
efforts to_ have that decision 
rescinded have predictably re-
sulted in the issue being dE;fined 
as one of free speech by those 
who seek to hide from the reat 
issues at hand. I wouW like to 
quickly make two points on the 
subject of 1) why this is not a 
. free speech issue; and 2), what 
Colby's visit means to the 
academic environment. 
that Colby has placed a price·tag· obligation to ask ourselv.es ques-
on his ideas (I understand it to be tions about the i~pact that the 
a minimum of $1500). By speaker will have on· the intel-
agreeing to pay th~t price, parts lectual atmosphere of. the Col-
of the Ithaca College community Jege-:- American uni"ersities and 
have actively involved themsel 0 colleges pride themselves ·on 
ves in the promotion of those providing and promoting an open 
ideas. They have in fact said, academic environment where the 
"Yes, Mr.· Colby, your ideas are intellect will be stimulated. That 
worth $1500.00 and we think it tradition of openness and fair 
important that they be heard." play is one that is jeal<?usly 
Some may even agree with Colby guarded. We don't like it to be 
and what be stands for. At least encroached upon. The question 
they are honest about it. What then must -. be asked, "What 
bothers me are those who say impact will Cql}?y's speech have 
they may disagree with Colby's on that tradition?" In fact, isn't 
ideas but say he should be heard the invitation to Colby a violation 
As far as I know, no one on this 
campus is attempting to deny 
· Colby his right to free speech. It. 
William Colby wanted to come to 
Ithaca of · his own volition and 
speak on campu_s about his ideas 
an ideology, he is at liberty to do 
this. A · denial of that speech 
·under those circumstances would 
·be a-free speech issue. But the 
, under the concept of free speech. of that tradition? Here is a1 man 
Theyare being unconsciou~ly...or who has headed an institution 
consciously dishonest in that by that is founded on . .the philosophy 
hiding behind the free speech/ of secrecy, that operates covert-
issue, they are actively involved ly, and that finds no contradic-
in the promotion of those ide~. tion between that:philosophy.and 
The point is, that once a speaker democracy. Here is a man who 
is paid the issue of free speech'is openly accepts that philosophy 
no longer relevant. It is now and who openly admits to 
subsidized speech, whether it is. participation in acts of violence 
Colby~.Stalin or whomever. One against other humans for which 
must take a position of being for there is no way of holding him 
or against it and take responsibi- accountable. It is all secret and 
lity for that position. no one is to know about it nor 
· ·moment Colby, or anyone else 
gets paid for that i~Ik it is · no-
longer free speech but subsidized 
speech. A pr;ce is that aµyone 
who argues that, no matter how 
good or how bad those ideas may 
be, they ought to be heard is by 
definition implicated in the pro-
motion of those ideas. The fact is 
With regard to any speaker 
invited on campus, there is an Continued on page 8 
/ 
False Alarms 
\ ' 
To the Editor: The paid personnel are required 
Since the start., of the fail to respond to an alarm, the 
semester, there have been (to volunteers are not required to. 
ITJY 1,mowledge) two oc~ions in QUESTION: If ---you were 
which the Ithaca Fire· Depart- ·. sleeping in a nice warm b_ed at 
meµt was· needed on..,..campus;· 3AM, w01dd you be overly eager 
once in the Gardens for a stove to run to your cold car and drive . 
fire, and once in the East Tower . on an icy road just to see som~ 
for a smoking washing .. inachine. · college coeds shivering? 
However, 'the numbers are not The point is - this: THE 
important, the point is· that the . PER~ON WHQ CRIED WOLF 
Fire Department has been on CAN ,GET HIS TAIL BURNED 
campus many more times. IF HE CRIED TOO OFTEN. 
Why? Because some clown Please don't pull an alarm unless 
pulled the fire alarm, for any there is a real need. People 
number of reasons, none.of them aren't replaceable. 
legitimate. Why · is this a 
problem that concerns the J.C. 
community? The Ithaca Fire 
Department is made up ·of both 
p_aid and volunteer personnel. 
Signed 
A Tired Volunteer arid I:G. 
Student., · 
. \ 
Bring a i ouch· 
of the Trppics 
to Your Room 
•Pottery: Baskets 
.•Terrariuns •Pal1ns, F~rns, Bromcliad; 
I 
_ •Cacti, Succulents· •OrchiJ,s, Bonsai 
•Hanging_ Baskets ·cut" Flower· Bouquets 
.____ •Sand Gardens. Seasliells •Flo:wering Plants 
Stu.dent 'Calls Us 
Ambigic;,us 
To the Editor: fairs. In fact, there is a definite 
The severity of the lack of correlation between the lack of 
student consciousness on the student concern with the I.C. 
Ithaca College campus and the networks and the ideology that 
suggestion I that there exists a the Ithacan is manipulated 
devastating deterioration of stu- through administrative dictates. 
dent concei;n, to the crucial point However, the Ithacan refers to 
of amorality, is firmly substant- it's format as one of reasonable-
iated in the ambigious position of nes.s and defends it's. existence 
the Ithacan at Ithaca College. with the concept of oprn-mind-
. The implication is not that the , edness. 
I.C. community is void of contro- No longer can such a critical 
versial issues: Instead, the vagueness of policy be tolerated, 
stated contention is that the in regard to the disinterest the 
Ithacan lacks the degree of Ithacan exemplifies toward the 
involvement in. student affairs "jungle-line" feelings of the stu-
with which to heighten the dents. Communicating issues, 
awareness of the members of the coherently and logically, putting 
CC. community. The extent to aside for the moment the idea of 
which the lthaClllal involves itseff initiating student concern and 
in campus affairs is an integral igniting student motivation, is 
factor in the direct involvement far from what the Ithacan 
and active· participation of stu- actually accomplishes. 
dents on· the various levels of 
administrative, and student af- Continued on page 5 
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SCULPTURE 
the iron shop 
the commons 272-5101 
· •Books:.Gifts · •Houseplants and 
. .._Pots, Misters Herb Se'eds 
~Soils, Fertilizers •Dried Flowers 
·,. ruE---PLAN.TATI0~/-
15-& ITIIACA CO)l:\IOX~ 27:1-72:ll 
I , 
, •open. Thurs: &. Fri. eveniQg 
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Praticat WritilMJlnfo · 
. . .. ' ' .. 
Now. -Avail&ble-:·at· 1.,c~ 
' 
,. 
by Felice Linder 
Writing a term paper can be ques for improving spew,ng such structed around what we feel the Contint!,ed}r(nJi pagi: 1 graduatiol! ·spe~er. The -class 
easy if you know· the basics. as memorization, finding mem- studenfs needs are," e,tplained free food; ·and. beer," which would· like .to have a prominent 
There is now .a simple and ory "tricks" aural repetition, and Kramnick. -,The workshops· are compose !!Orne of the traditional graduation speaker~ yet the class 
conv.enient way at IC to learn the edimology. Each week the group an -attempt to provide the more activities. of the senior class, will not have enough money for a 
basics. The Writing Lab, at 126 involves itself with ·,11 different basic writing skills which. are should be given., priority ·over speaker such as; President Car-
GANNEIT Center, is offering method for learning-words: Ms. overlooked in the more compre- '·other· organizations, .$3500 is a _ ter, . Viee-Jiresident ,Mondale, 
pratical and informal writing Kramnick explained, "we are hensive Applied Writing cour- large sum of ·money and Eden Barbara Jordan, o{Orsen Wells, 
workshop sessions in the areas of teaching a consciousness ~ well --ses. Students who fe~l the ·need feels th~t the senior class is "Still who were, once, possible choices 
punctuation, spelling, and voca- as technique ... Its a method for for group work sessions in other maintaining a tradition"· because for speakers.: ,, · 
bulary. - students to contin·ue helping areas:of writing are welcome to the.class is receiving ttie $3500. .· _ Whoever speaks at gr~ua-
The workshops, which run themselves." bring their suggestions to th~ -Howard~Schloss, th~ ·Presi- tion, autontaticaJly, becomes_ a 
about five weeks, meet one The vocabulary workshop is Writing. Lab. New workshops dent of the senior class; feels that meniber of the Hono~ary Degree 
r•vPning each week for one hour. _ scheduled to begin Monday, Oct. · can easily be designed. the traditional activifies of the ·committee.."orr- campus,.... which 
\nyone is welcome to attend any l7 and will meet every Monday Although no college credit· is· senior class will be curtailed deals with the decision of who 
one of the workshops. However, at 8:00pm for five weeks. These offered for: taking part in the because of the budget cut. He will speak at· graduation and this 
\furiam Kram nick, one of the work sessions will concentrate on Writing .Workshop program~ it said _that'' .senior ~ctivities are committee,' as well as the Board 
two faculty members staffing the: enlarging the student's vocabu- can be_ 11 tremendous helR to -opened to.the whole community of Trustees, appr~ves-the speak-
· Writing Lab, recommends that lary on 'a-college level. The students in any class where and that "Stude~~ GoY.ernnient er; yet both di~ not approve the 
~tu dents attend all sessions in a group will make use of the book writing is involved. Student ref~ses ~ re_cogmze ~Jte fact. the speaker .choices su~itted by ,the 
workshop because each session is "30 Day~ to a. More Powerful react_ioi:i to the program.has been ' semor functions are for every- senior class. The Administration 
huilt on the previous one. Vocabulary" by William Funk positive. Most'participants have one". Schloss said ·that, "We: wouldpayhalfoftltecosf'needed 
Barbara Adams, the second of --and. Norman Lew is along -Y{ith found- it to be a more rel_iixed cannot sp~nd .. t~_at much mon~! to pay ilie graduation speaker; if 
the two I~ab staff members, the expertise of ~Ms. Kramnick learning experience becuase they on _the allocation that we got. the lfonot.ary Degree Committee 
agrees strongly with this. The and Ms. Adams. If you -don't are not working toward a grade. This means that a small amoun_t and theBoard of .:rrustees would 
groups themselves consist of know what "weltschmerz''..means As Ms. Kramnick stated. "It puts - of money will~ spent for the 200 approye the speaker: 
approximately six students from than the Vocabulary Workshop the emphasis on your own days p~y. -m order to save Senior class functions are 
all departments and levels of the may be for you. ·, appreciation of quality." '!'1oney ~or future events, incl_ud- .opened to the.college community 
school. "The workshops are con- mg Semor Week and a po$sible. yet the senior class was·riot given· 
beg!~efo~ut~:us:t~~;d ~:=s~~~ Fest1·va1· of 'AW-ar· en-es' s ' r:i~,:y::;~~~i;go~~:\~uhi:1 
semester ori Tuesday, Oct. 18. It ·- ~ _ · year when . the budget was 
will continue to meet every Welc·omes· -vou· . ,-·1"'"--11 allocated. Student Government Tuesday at 9:00 pm for five ....;..__ , does not have the money to 
weeks. These work sessions deaL . . . . · . ,·; -: . _ increase allocations to the senior 
with a simple set of rules for Imagine walkmg mto the orgamzmg a festival (no"=' tenta- l~e~e wul be an or!:amzatmal class at this point of time. Jeff 
avoiding common grammatical · academic buildings at J.C. on a tively called a .. Festival of !Jleetmg for anyone interested Eden said .''There is an excellent 
errors. Since punctuating is a Saturday and seeing people held Aw:3reness") in ~onor of you· ·~he (and wed~ me~ anyon~; not ~ust chance" f~r tJte senior class to 
logical process dependent on the captive by a presentation. . entire communi~y · to brmg -_ studen_ts) m hem~ on th~ Festival receive more money later in -the 
syntax of a sentence, an under- Imagine the person to be speak- together- a ~h_!lrmg ~f unusu:u Committe~ pl~nmg this event. year becaµse of the floating-fund 
standing of grammar is develop- ing on anything from current talents, hob~1es, and interests m The meetmg will be, held ~ur:i- of th~ _ Student _ Government 
ed along with the ability to political issues to-_ macrame to . any educat10nal,, c!11t?~al, or day, November 3 !t 9:00 pm. 10 .'---which could', possffily, increase to 
punctuate. how to clean your pipe. Imagine social area. We are m~_itmg any the Cros~ads (located m the $3000 towards the. end of the 
Obviously five workshops being entertained all night by a and all persons interested to Egbert Umon). Wealso_welcome "school year. Concerning a 
cannot provide a total under- vast range of activities (mime, participate, fro~ places as far_ as -.any th_oug~ts, qu?~tions,_ or _speaker for· graduation, Eden. 
standing of English punctuation. mini-concerts, games, dances, Syracuse a~d Bmghamton _region suggestion~ m organtzmg_ and/or _ said, "Ther~ is a good _ chance 
However, the work sessions, etc.) instead of the usual party. to our neighbors here m the pr~grammmg for the festival ~n_d that the seniors could get money 
along with xeroxed material, do Envision all this occuring · Ithaca VICINITY, Cornell, and these-may~ sent to _the later for a speaker, but not at· 
provide the student with the _ throughout the entire campus. - Ithaca .College._ We s~.e the LC. Festival Committ~~ . · this poin_t. '.'., Certain-senior plans 
basic uses of commas, periods, . dorms, the U~ion, elassr.~ms-Jn campus __ as ~ f~al. ~omt for ·an ·.Offi~of~,!lll)pusActIV1t1es may need tQ l;>e ·made.in advance 
semicolons: etc. - - · - · - -- the major event of~lie year, ..even( aimed at givmg you the Egbert Union; ~thaca q<>llege and made in correspondence with 
The spelling workshop, al- Remember - high school stu- chan~ .to speak,' ~emonstrate _a available,monel'. 
ready concluded for this semes- dent days? -Agroup of students skill, or perform m an area of We see · ourselves as ·a · -
ter. began Tuesday, Sept. 20 and.-- from the Student Activities your choice. We are not limiting ·resource center for wb'at you .; .-
: _ met for the following five Tues- Board have expanded on that programs only to the experts; want to see as well as participate · · - · . 
days. There are many techni- idea and are in the process of any person showing enough in. Your interest will determine *-s1u· -. dent 
_. _____________ . ____ '"'!'"' _____ .....,_ interest can provide an experi- the success of this idea arid this 
ence for others to share in. - We could be that great' chance to · · _ >- -,. - _ 
---Lo~king 
- for 
EXTRA_--MONEY??? 
The ·Ithacan --
"':..-
is looking. for 
adv~rtising ·sal~speopie~ .. · 
·-:--. 
sorrie experien<.?e -prefe~ed .. 
oppportunities 
to 
make big. money~ 
, ~ - . ' . 
$,: 
are very enthu~iastic about t~e share your special interests with · . 
possible extent of this event a!ld others._ R·,g· -his 
are planning well in advanc~ to Who said all learning only . - _ . 
insure success. goes·<>!) in the classrooms??? -
! -- ~~- • - ~ rl ....,• 
-~;·g\s,h >:.<''.;'>t,.._ .%~:;,Si2'-../h.\\ffei:£t~/4r~,&~t%Jitr,:$,5~F~-£r; ,;'t continued from page 2 ~ __ ,::-~~~~~~.~.:~x#~;.; ... ~.;~~-~-.«'~!,,!<~J:~:.~.f~~ - ,. .,- ' .- • 
: ,_ _ -- - . -, . . · ''A' do not. -condone Wilham Colby s 
-, ·_ B · · R-' f?~ action,s. l am·not--s.ilre if I-would 
:-.>, . . r::;-~~en want him to ~pe~ .. ~ere.. . 
~>~ _. ,,,/:Y~t •. I feel ~hat-this d~i~OD· IS...- -' 
}1,::. - ·.- ;'s.'.;; not up to me· alone, nor any 
_. - \(? member_2f§tudent Congress but 
,,:., - f;/:; t<{ that 01 ~ the students. . -- -j;.. · - ·- if\ I therefore propose that in ta·· -.. L· A··S··.--y', . · .. ,-. ~=-~~~.:i~;\1rI~ 
;,;> . · . · . · : >~; fifty people. },\- . .• t;> - ·-, ·--
;;t - -: . .. · - _ .·I-J - Jeremy Lubcher l _____________ · · ~tJ; -· Senior-}!istory 
~i r~ _-. . . ~ t' ' 1-- ' :..a... . . . ' 
.;: .'• . . . . • - ., I ~c/. :. R. 'rJI_, ,:Es;, &THE DUGOUTI' l;I'", 
~ . .s -;. • -··-i · EveryJfhutSdaf " 
V"~.·-.- - - , - ,. -· . . . 
.,. \ .. ·-
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The Colby· Controversy Carol, -
-Ni'te· Court and late nighters on 
Farm St.--Sorry I missed the 
whole thing ( at the G.A.'s). 
Hey Bru-
"Only you know and I know" 
"That you know what I mean, 
don't your know" 
by Jeff Eden 
On Tuesday Student Con-
gress voted by a two thirds vote 
not to allow William Colby to 
speak~n Nov. 14 even though 
SAB is still liable for the $2;000 
for which --the contract was 
signed. By this vote Student 
Congress is indeed mjlking a 
very strong statement against 
William Colby and all that he 
st"ands for. I do not thing this 
,decision is without merit. 
Nonetheless, I feel it is unfortu-
nate that this decision was made 
for several reasons. 
Every day we read about the 
covert and often seemingly un. 
ethical operations of the CIA. I 
am interested to see for myself 
just what this man is all about. 
For those who feel William 
Colby will snuff our important 
questions I would say that most 
of them he probably will. 
However, this does not mean we 
should take the easy way out and 
not deal with the man. I say let's 
accept the challenge and see if 
maybe one of us can catch Mr. 
Colby ·off guard. We must 
remember that the Senate Com-
mittee which Colby snuffed is the 
same Senate Committee that, 
wanted to be snuffed, and that 
sent Mr. Colby their questions so 
they could be snuffed! The law 
cannot put him behing bars, let's 
see what we can do with him. · 
I know that since the signing of 
William Colby, i' have learned a 
great deal abouf much of what 
the CIA has been involved in. I 
feel that if the man were tQcome, 
Volunteer 
.... Needs. 
FRIENDLY VISITORS ARE 
NEEDED:To spend a few hour& 
a week in companionship with 
lonely elderly people who live 
alone. Times and days can be 
arranged to suit mutual conven-
ience. 
GREATER ITHACA ACTIVI-
TIES- CENTER NEEDS:Volun-
teers to work with children aged 
6 to 14 in games and recreational 
activities on Fridays from 3 to 5 
pm, or to assist with field trips 
for youngsters on Wednesday 
from 3 to 5 pm. 
For further information or an 
appointment to any voluntary 
service, please call the Voluntary 
Action Center, 272-9411, from 9 
am to 1pm, Monday through 
Saturday, or call I.C. Community 
Service, 274-3311, from 9 am to 4 
pm on Tuesdays or Thurs9ays. 
-*Pro 
-Liar 
continued from page 2 
this kind ·of macabre game to be a 
'educational experience'. As far 
as I'm concerned he can keep-his -
~aundiced morals off t~is campus. 
Mike Feron 
Politics··79 
this learning process would con-
tinue. Unfortunately it seems to 
have ended. 
F~nally, I believe, by tltis 
decision, we are foregoing an 
opportunity to really inform· the 
local community and perhaps 
even the nation of how strongly 
we feel in regard to the CIA. 
The potential has existed for us 
*Registrar 
Continued from page 1 
use the Val-I-dine computer 
system to see if the student's bill 
has been paid. If so, the student 
will receive a new Spring Semes-
ter I.D. sticker on the spot. 
Transfer students and incom-
ing January Freshmen will be 
mailed registration forms in 
December. They will be able to 
choose from the course offerings 
that are still open and will have 
the privilege of registering be-
fore returning students take 
advantage of the add-drop 
period. 
The registrar's office feels 
that pre-registration gives the 
student more than an opportu-
nity to sign up for the classes he 
needs. The abolishment - of 
registration will also abolish the 
to involve the press and to 
strategically make our views 
known outside of this · campus. 
Again, I believe we have done 
this to a certafn extent, but that 
it is possible to do a far better job 
of being heard, to learn much 
more and perhaps even to make 
greater progress in our quest for 
a better world. 
mayhem and hectic atmosphere 
of registration day •. 
There only· seems to be one 
drawback: where will we get our 
Rip-Off books and Good Times 
'Greenbacks? 
. T 
Me Too-G-hope it was fun. 
Amy, 
It was such a beautiful week-
end--and the weather! 
21! 
Phil, 
No more home grown bongs! 
You sure are ugly in the 
morning! 
Love, 
The speech queen 
A secret 
Mooshie, 
I know too many people and 
have seen too many places also. 
Let's do accounting instead. 
Your partner 
\gs, 
It's raining, it's pouring, 
school boys are. snorting. 
Your buddy 
Teddy, 
Nice shut-out Con)!rats 
Authentically styled 
and detailed 55% 
cotton/45% polyester 
shell with 100% wool 
plaid zip-out lining, 
the 
and fully lined sleeves. 
Available in BritishTan. 
\ 
Regular and Long. 
Sizes:36, 38, 40, 42. 
44.46.48. 
*Ithacan· Specially Priced: 
Continued from page S 
The Ithacan· aids the college 
administration by taking a safe, 
neutral position, which is con-
sistent in reiterating the obscur-
ity and shallowness of adminis-
trative policy- and reinforcing the 
alleged detrimental consequen-
ces to the· studnet for standing up 
for his/her principles. 
It is time that the students of 
Ithaca College stop viewing 
themselves as reflections of 
externalities. The world of 
'fire-birds', 'park avenue' dorm 
rooms, 'Yve St. Laurent show-
rooms' in the union, is a world 
which covers up the basis of the 
corruption of the country we Jive 
in. It ignores the intense 
contradictions of a 'William Col-
by'; it neglects the administra-
tively imposed stagnation of the 
creative energy of the I.C. Black 
community and abuses the- at-
tempts, made by particular fac-
tions of the LC. community, to 
raise the socio-political conscious 
ness of the Ithaca College 
student body. The scope of 
education must be extended 
beyond the classroom. Only the 
school paper has the ability ...• 
the power to mobilize students 
with far reaching results. Yet, 
without a constructive political 
Thurs &Fri. 
Wen(nqs 
'rill 'J:J o pm· 
- t -. 
Sunday~ 
11a,mfo ipm· 
. - - '~ . ..: 
o·n The fthica 
--Commons.: 
' /': .. ( 
policy, representative of the 
Ithaca College community, no 
positive direction can be pur-
sued. 
It is imperative that the 
Ithacan cease printing in a 
"mythical land" and support the 
stud,ent i;>ody. _ It mu~t offer_ the 
. students of Ithaca College, an 
organized political vehicle, with 
the mechanics needed to take 
positive action and make chang-
es. But, then again, "What is the 
~relevance of the Ithacan to the 
students of Ithaca College. 
Steven J. Bettman 
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$fn00 
Sl'nddwck or 
mon(•y order lo: 
·Atlantic ~jpg Ud. 
Box G. Brooklyn Heights, N. Y., 11202 
SIZE: ___ QUANTITY: ____ COLOR: British Tan 
CHECKc:J MONEY ORDERc::l 
NAME __________ - . _ . -- _ . _ -- - - .. - . 
ADDRESS ______ -------------- __________ -----· ________ _ 
CITY _____________ .. STATE ________________ ZIP ______ ·_ 
Allow lum week., for deliveiv 
SAB PRESENTS 
Al. PACIND,n 
ees£RPICD!I! 
Many of !\is fellow 
officers considered him 
the most dangerous 
man al1ve-:an honest cop. 
·-friday &. sat_urda-y 
__ NOVEMBER -41 & 5-
. . \. ~ - . 
--,, t-e x tor··· 102· 
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Radio & T~auchmannMovie,aobbin 
by Bob Buchmann 
This evening at 7:30, WICB-
TV 13 will provoke conversation 
between Ithaca Mayoral incum-
bent Con1ey and challenger Gior-
dano on the Great Debate. 
After extensive planning by 
producer David Lee Miller, the 
debate will mark the beginning 
of WICB-TV 13's extensive tele-
vised· election coverage. Miller 
feels that the live presentation is 
a "real public service to the 
Ithaca Community." He adds 
that Channel 13 offers residents, 
"the opportunity to sil in their 
Jiving rooms and learn about 
both candidates." 
Miller's long hours of plan-
ning for the debate were devoted 
to the development of formal 
invitations, posters, and ads, as 
well as that of the debate format 
and technical r.onsiderations. 
The Great Debate, entirely 
sponsored through commercial 
free production grants from the 
Tomkins County Trust Company 
is being heavily promoted by the 
Tompkins County 'League of 
Women Voters. This evening's 
broadcast will be the first that 
both Mayoral hopefuls will de-
bate on television before a live 
studio audience. 
Formal Debate Rules 
A flip of a coin will decide 
who will make the first opening 
statement. Whoever makes the 
first statement will make the last 
closing statement. 
Representatives from a special 
Press Table will have approxi-
mately 25 minutes to question 
the candidates. The candidate 
questioned will have two minutes 
to make a statement, then his 
opponent. will have two minutes 
to reply. If further discussion is 
needed the candidates will have 
alternate two minute replies 
until the moderator thinks its 
time to move on to another 
question. 
Approximately half way 
through the debate the modera-
tor will ask for questions from 
the audience. The moderator 
will recognize all participants 
before they can si:ieak. After 
"Bye Bye Birdie," a musical satire on the rock stars of the 
BRUCE VANDERPOOL 
HEARTY SEASONAL- DRINKS. 
',GENEROUS SANDWICH- ANO 
SNACKS. NIGHTLY DINNER 
SPECIALS 
Come out and warm up 
,.,·.:.,.i:~;c~;J?Lfu~!., .. f'!,!P-~~!.~~ 
'· ~ " . ', .. ·-)'q'•-... -~-- •• , .. ~ ·, ..... • 
,' 
', 
\ 
i 
oemg selected, they must "iden-
tify themselves , before asking 
thier question. The candidate to 
-whom the question is addressed 
will have up to two minutes to 
answer, then his opponent will 
have two minutes to make his 
reply. ·· 
The moderator will at all times 
during the debate have the right 
and responsibility to amend 
these rules in the interest of 
being fair to both candjdates, and 
serving the needs of the commu-
nity. 
A small number of studio 
audience tickets may still be 
available this evening at the 
Arena theater Gate. 
On Tuesday evening, Nl 
vember 8, · WICB-TV 13 will 
continue local election coverage 
on Election Center 13. WICB-TV 
News Director Todd Ulrich will 
co-produce the live telecast with 
Doug Weisman under the super-
vision of Executive Producer 
Joel Reitman. The sixty-indivi-
dual staff will report from the 
Hanna Broadcast Center and for 
remote sites in downtown Ithaca. 
Elvis Presley era, will be the 
Theta Alpha Phi production at 
Ithaca College November 8-12 at 
8:15 pm in the Main Theater of 
the Dillingham Center for the 
Performing Arts on the College 
Campus. 
by Jay Bobbin In this, -her first American 
film, Sanda is exquisitely yet 
Why aren't any movies scary serenly beautiful. Funny thing, 
this year? A few purported though ... you'd expect her to be 
"horror"movies have tried to be the object of unbridded male 
terrifying and have fallen flat on affection, but she's treated just 
their scripts. (Need I make like one of the guys (except for a 
mention of Exorcist 2:the Her- brief shower scene, during which 
etic?J only one of these · The anyone· who mistakes her for 
Island of Dr. Moreau - came ." one of the guys" must be 
reasonably close to success. watching too many episodes of 
Now, we have the latest entry in Saturday Night Live]. 
the field, an adventure called Young Haley is the· film's 
Damnation Alley. numero-uno finder of trouble. 
· There have only been a You just know that when a kid 
zillion-and-one movies about a wanders dfi in this "Night mare 
nuclear war and the last man on world", something's gotta hap-
earth. · Well, this time around, pen. Invariably, it does ... and 
we have a nuclear war and five you can predict when it will 
last men (plus a last woman) on happen. 
earth. An unusual mixture they There's· one other reason 
are, too. When World War 3 why the events in Damnation 
hits, George Peppard and Jan- Alley can be figured out far in 
Michael Vincent are operatives advance - the technique of its 
at an underground military com- director, Jack Smight. He 
plex. They stay protected from turned out some really good 
all the radioactivity and death- pictures for Warner Bros. in the 
causing stuff. Once they deter- mid-60's (like Paul Newman's 
mine it's safe to go outside (I Harper and Kaleidoscope with 
think it takes them a month or W.arren Beatty). Then, his 
so), they set off with companions quality began to slip a bit. To 
Paul Winfield and Kip Niven to give you an -idea of where he 
see what there is to see. "stands" . today, Smight's last 
What is there to see? To put . two features were Airport 1975 
it simply: Oy vay, what a mess! and Midway. These were 
The earth is cracked open in lots masterpieces of utter schlock-
of spots, there are floods galore, movies that were so bad that I 
and the sky looks like frisbees have a special place for them in 
are constantly speeding across it. my heart. 
Now, this is just for start- It's exactly the same touch 
ers. Along the way come the real that Smight gives to Damnation 
terrors: oversized cockroaches Alley. So many better things 
and scorpions. .(This picture could have been done with the 
didn't iniss a trick.) Before you script, but it comes off looking 
start crying at the thought of like a made - for- TV cheapie. 
this, let's make it clear that these Even when you see the commer-
"Wild Kingdom" rejects are not cials for it on TV, it looks like a 
SUPER-oversized, like the crab hack job. George Peppard is not 
and bee in the classic Mysterious exactly 1977'.s model of a movie 
Island. They are, however, star; these · days, he's more 
sufficiently numerous to cause valuable as a television commo-
problems for our heroes. dity. Dominique Sanda is 
The guys do have a definite supposed to be first-rate in. her 
place in mind to go (hold your native French films, but she 
sides): our beloved state capital, never gets a chance to -prove 
Albany. Seems that some radio herself liere. (Some American 
signals hope in our travelers of debut: co-starring with cock-
finding other holocaust survivors roaches.) Vincent and Haley are 
there. En route, they pick up strictly aboard for us "younger-
Dominique Sanda and Jackie generation" folks, but Paul Win-
Earle Haley. Who's gonna refuse field tops them all ... for too brief 
hitchhikers under these cireum- a time. At least, he seems 
stances? human·. 
SAB ANNOUNCES 
For cheap thrills, Damna· 
tion Alley is barely passable. 
What makes me mad, though, is 
that I could have used my 
admission money to but the 
characters what they really Tennis PartY! 
November 11·9-12P.m. 
. ' 
1 hour of court time 
Plus 
food and Drink : from 
The S-tation: Restaurant 
(,-.,,, 
ON-LY -'$2.00 
Sien-up·: soon_ 
in. f he Q.f f ic,· of . 
.CablPJJS:Actiijties_· _ .. -. -
I o ' ' • .. .~ ') '1• • ~ '~ 'I• ' \ 
· needed: a big can of Raid. 
• •, ~. I 
~~·.' ,,-·:·,~;1"'\,~•••,,•,.: 0\o'I l.•,V.,.-1" ' •'•,;'I• I 1° 
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lthaca:tandOf ·Concerts. 
-,,. 
Rebirth November 
Concert Schedule 
Ronstadt 
in'. Bailey Hall Dazzles a~·ooo .... 
by Bob Buchm.wi_n NOVEMBER 
"Renaissance is unique," said 
WICB-FM Assistant Music Di-
rector Bill Rose. "Renaissance is 
the only classically orientated 
rock band with a female lead 
. In Cornell's Baily Hall Tues- · 
day evening, Renaissance touch-
ed, elated, and uplifted the 
sell-out crowd. Angelic Annie 
Haslam, lead singer of the 
five-individual ensemble, incor-
porated delightfully flawless 
high notes into her delivery of 
Betty Thatcher's poetic lyrics. 
Her bubbling personality, sup-
plemented by that of bassist Jon 
Camp, sent the audience laugh-
ing many times during the course 
of the concert. 
· · Camp's energetic perform-
ance on the bass and bass pedals 
was in harmony with John tout's 
equally enthusiastic work on the 
keyboards/synthesizer. Drum-
mer Terence Sullivan and acous-
tic guitarist Michael Dunford are 
not to be forgotten wheri asses-
sing the exciting evening. Every 
band member contributed back-
groung vocals. 
Renaissance paced the perfor-
mance with "Can You Hear Me 
Call", "Midas Man", "Running 
1 CHICAGO, Buffalo Aud. 
Hard", "Touching Once", "Moth-
er Russia", "Thinking About 
Things I don't Understand", and 
best-known "Carpet of the Sun". 
3 GENTLE GIANT, Palace Theatre, Albany 
An emphatic standing ovation 
lured the band back on the stage 
4 CHUCK MANGIONE, Palace Theatre, Albany , 
4 GENTLE GIANT,Cen~ry Theatre, Buffalo 
4 BOBBY GOLDSBORO, LYNN ANDERSON, 
Syracuse War Memorial 
4 SEA LEVEL, St. John Fisher College, 
Rochester 
5 CHUCK MANGIONE, Men's Gym, Syracuse 
University . 
5 JONATHAN RICHMAN & THE MODERN 
LOVERS, Buffalo State College. 
5 GRATEFUL DEAD, Rochester War Memorial 
9 HOT TUNA, Palace Theatre, Albany 
12 TODD RUNDGREN, STARCASTLE, Dome 
Arena, Rochester · 
13 HOT TUNA, Oswego. State College 
, 13 TODD RUNDGREN, STARCASTLE, Utica 
Photo by_ ROE;!ERT NELSON 
for- an encore performance of 
"Ashes are Burning." The 
number included Camp on a bass 
solo, and was flavored with 
· Memorial Auditorium 
14 NEIL SEDAKA, Kleinhans, Buffalo 
17 RUSH, AC DC, Palace Theatre,-Albany 
19 RUSH, AC, Rochester War Memorial 
Brass Quintet 
To-Tour. 
mirror-ball pin-point lighting ef- The Ithaca Brass Quintet will 
fects. be concertizing across the cont-
In an exclusive interview inent this season, from Ithaca to 
with Renaissance, ICB-FM Music South Dakota. Its first formal 
Director Harry Stevens, accom- program will be at 8:15 PM 
panied by Rose, was told about tonight in Walter Ford Hall 
an upcoming album. Bassist Auditorium at Ithaca College, a 
Camp told the pair that the free and open performance. 
tentitive title would be "A Song The Quintet, comprised of -
For Every Season", and that the , trombonist Charles Dalker:t, 
album would contain shorter hornist John Covert, tuba player 
selections. "We don't want to James Linn and trumpet players 
prostitute our work for the James Ode and James Hynes, 
purpose of making money by received a grant from the South 
making selections shorter" (and Dakota Arts Council for a six-day 
thus more accessible for radio tour in mid-November of major 
airplay) cities in South Dakota under the 
In response Stevens asked, . auspices of the Community Art-
·~How would you feel if one of ist Series. 
your selections became a big hit The group will conduct work-
single?" shops for high schools ' and 
"Extremely happy," said colleges and be featured at two 
Camp, "That's just what we university band festivals. Plans 
need." are underway to schedule con-
Photo by BRUCE 
0
MO-ROSOHK · 
She was ... that voice! ... tigbt-fitting high-waisted .. 
pants ... boots ... silky loose top: .. sbe was ... 80 
minutes before 8,000 people, • .love-sick chants and 
catcalls ..• an annoying lack of conversation with her 
crowd ... but she was ... soothing country ballads ... 
exciting rock and roll .•. old and new music .•• it's so 
easy to fall in love •• .She was TERRIFIC! Linda 
Ronstadt came to Cornell University's Barton Hall 
one week ogo tonight. Bob Buchmann 
N.Ya Music Teacher 
Convention at O.Ca 
certs in Chicago and other cities 
between Ithaca and South Dak-
ota, 
The Quintet was formed in 
1966 as the resident quintet of 
Ithaca College. Since then, its 
activites have expanded to inclde 
programs th.roughout the East, 
Midwest and Southwest. It is 
responsible for several commis-· 
sions of new works including 
Chuck Mangione's "Sixty Miles· 
Young" and Malcolm Lewis' 
"Movement for Brass Quintet 
and Piano." 
BEAR TRAPS 
Lorna Faraldi of the American 
Center for the Alexander Tech-
nique, composer and conductor· 
Karel Husa, performer and 
teach~r Isabelle Byman from the 
Julliard School and Joan Reuing, 
a Suzuki specialist from the 
Ithaca Talent Education Insti-
. tute will be a few of the people 
gathering on the Ithaca College 
campus November 4-6 to address 
the 16th anniversary convention 
of the New York Music Teachers 
Association . 
. According to Assistant Profes-
sor of Music Russel Falt, who is 
an Ithaca College faculty mem-
ber and co-chairman of . the 
conference will include lectures, 
panel discussions, workshops, a 
banquet, concerts and competi-
tions. ·to choose state finalists 
from amo~g New York · State's 
·HI(;KE.Y'S 
201 s. Tiop St. 
ltliaa, N.Y .. . 
212~ 
THE 
.. Music Store 
.. ~· ' - \ 
•, .· ~ 
top music students. 
Husa, who holds joint appoint-
ments on the music faculties of 
Cornell University and Ithaca 
College, will be the guest speak-
er at a Saturday night banquet. 
NYSMT A is a statewide organiz-
ation for private music teachers . 
MAYER'S 
SMOKE SHOP 
Foot ~f Auro~a, S~reet Hill. I· 
All Smokers Supplies /f 
Paperboun? Books fl 
Magaz:nes \'l 
, Newspapers r) 
\} 
// 
'1,• 
an colors: 1>1ack.aU!ner. 
brown. mahoaone!I 
Available at 
of 
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Deli Sandwiches lri;Pub 
by David Rosenberg 
For those Ithaca College stu-
dents who either loathe saga food 
or love delicatessen sandwiches, 
there is something you should be 
aware of. The pub is now 
wrving Hal's delicatessen spec-
:alties. This is the first time such 
a service has been provided for 
: he college community. 
two parties; Hals gets publicity 
dlld profit and· Ithaea College's 
faculty and students receive a 
delicious, filling lunch without 
having to travel downtown. 
Due to the success of the lunch 
service and extra burden has 
fallen upon Zelman and other pub 
employees. Zelman explained, 
"At the end of the day all the pub 
employees, including myself, 
have to take an inventory of the 
sandwiches sold. Personally, I 
have- to· manage the money and 
·make sure things are running 
smoothly." Lisa Shuchman, 
anothei: pub employee claimed, "I 
think the service is a good idea. 
It gives the · students a good, 
convenient lunch. As for my-
self," she says, "it makes lunch 
time busier for me." 
The people who eat Hals' 
sandwiches in the pub seem to be 
satisfied. One student told me, 
"I just Jove the conred·-·lreef 
sandwich," as he purchased two. 
' Another customer who was 
occupied with a Hals' ham and 
cheese sandwich said, "TDShe 
sandwich is very good. It is the 
same size as the one I eat in Hals 
when I am downtown. I just 
wish they would serve more 
pickles." 
---p, •.. Reg 
·1s_Next 
"Hi, I'd like to sign up for--" 
·'Nope. 
"What's that?" 
"Nope. It's closed. They're all 
closed." 
"But I've been to . every other 
table in the gym! They're all 
filled up, and this is the only 
department left." 
"That's the way it goes, kid. 
People think they can pay tuition 
and walk right fu and take 
whatever they want. It just ain't 
that easy, kid." 
Every morning approximately 
forty-five freshly made Hal's 
sandwiches are delivered to the 
LC. pub. The idea of serving 
llats· sandwiches has been a 
~uccessful one so far. Nancy 
Zelman, the pub manager, stat-
{'d, "Usually all forty-fivg, sand-
wiches are sold. What we don't 
sell during the day we sell at 
night. On the average, forty 
sandwiches are sold during the 
pub's lunch hours, 11:30AM to 
2:00PM." There are six different 
kinds of sandwiches available: 
corned beef, pastrami, ham and 
cheese and salami, to name a 
few. The most popular sand-
wiches, according to Donna 
Glaser, one pub employee, are 
tuckey and roast beef. 
_ ..,i,' 
"Well if all your sections are 
.1 __ f_il~d. why do yol} _bother sitting · · .. here?" . ,.:,, . · "It's my job. I used to be a 
· · student here too, you know. Had 
to.quit, though." 
Prices for these sandwiches 
are reasonable: corned beef, 
pastrami and roast beef are 
$1.65; ham and cheese is next 
expensive, at $1.45; salami sand-
wiches are $1.i5; and turkey he-
the least expensive sandwict: 
available, sold at $1.15. To makf 
lunch more desirable, the put, 
serves on Hals' pickle with every 
sandwhich. Extra pickles cost 
more money. 
The service, although success-
ful, offers the pub little in the 
way of monetary reward. The 
I.C. pub makes no profit on the 
lunch service. Ms. Zelman 
explained "All the money goes to 
Hals. The pub does not keep_one 
cent. . The pub is strictly 
providing a convenient service 
for the I.C. community." _The 
service is actually beneficial to 
.. - . ·--
---- -, .......... ,, 
_;;· ..... _- ' 
'fhe pressure of school work can get to ev~n the best of us. 
·*,Dick Gregory· . 
.. _ . c/2~ti~~ed fr~;;,, p~ge .j- .. ,_ w;r]~'~ i~remo~t fre;lan~~ 0ti"J~ thi<.,most \ thJ~-ght-p~~vo~ri~ 
illustration of the commitment manitarian." Often his devotion· speaker to appear on our cam-
and sacrifice which has earned has taken the form of f11Sting. In pus". Stonehill College in North 
him the description of "the August, 1970, he withdrew to Easton, Mass. said, "The man is 
,,_ _______________________ .,.. Toronto, Canada for a seventy unbelievable! He held a major 
one day fast to dramatize the turnout spellbound during his 
drug problem in America. His entire speech." Finally, Centen-
humanitarian instincts were of-/ ary College also praised his 
fended by the popular govern- speech calling him the "Best 
Hoaeies In 3 Sizes 
Groceries 
Cold Beer· & Soda 
Homemade Salads 
'mental practice of punishing the thing that evP.r his this campus." 
victims, the drug users, rather Come hear t,1ck Gregory speak 
than the real criminals, the drug in the Union Cafeteria tonight at 
I providers - the pushers and the 8:15 p.m. He will have some-
smugglers. thing meaningful to say to 
·······································-
Other institutions have had everyone. It may be one of the 
the honor of hearing Dick most memorable and stimulating 
Gregory speak. Ohio State evenings of the entire school 
' called Gregory "Without doubt year. 
Mon-Fri. 9AM·SPM 
FREE OELIUERV 
Sun 9AM·SPM 
·212-7592 
TU~E~C"•i 
. Elmira· Road (Route 13 South) Ithaca · _ 
. . . ... 
. . We'll ·even pick you up: FREE. 
.~ . . 
/ 
, . 
-RING 272-6484-
ev ·reservation only, ·pteasei _._ , .. 
SEAFOOQ. -MEATS. 
VEGETABLlS ANO-_ 
LOTS ... QF. lOV~ .. 
,.....~---
"Why?" 
"Couldn't get into any courses. 
All full." 
"Did you -get your tuition refund-
ed'!", 
"Well, sort of. I got back the five 
grand, but I made a couple big 
mistakes while I was here and 
lost it all." 
'.'Such as'!'" 
"Posters. I put a poster on the 
wall the first week. When I took 
it down a couple chips of paint 
came with it. Very expensive. 
Then came the biggie. Left my 
T-Bird in a _fire zone. Instant 
~ticket. A couple mistakes like 
that can run a guy five grand 
easy." 
"Wow. But what should I do 
about getting courses'? Registra-
tion closes in ten minutes, and 
rm only up to two credits." 
"Don't sweat it. kid. Thirty per 
cent of the kids here don't take 
an v courses at all." 
"R.ut what does the school do 
with all the money it saves by not 
off erring enough sections'?" 
"'Huh'!" 
"They buy wall to wall carpeting . 
It giyes the dorms a nice touch. 
Keeps the applications up." 
*Colby 
Contin-ued from page 9-
question him about it, as disclos-
ure would endanger the national 
security. What then is Colby 
going to tell us? What we are 
going to learn for our $1500.00? 
The fact is that Colby can tell us 
nothing that is going to stimulate 
our intellect given the limitations 
the CJ.A. 's doctrine of secrecy 
places on him. He can only tell us 
about the need for more secrecy 
in this Democracy of ours. So 
_much for the doctrine of open-
ness and fair play. 
The question arises as to why 
William Colby was invited here 
in the first place. At best it 
shows a lack of imagination as 
Colby is old news. At worst, it 
was meant to provoke a con-
frontation; an effort to get hack 
at those who dared to raise the 
uncomfortable issue of Chile on 
campus. The truth is probably 
somewhere in between. At any 
rate, Willian Colby is laughing ·all 
the way to the bank, in the nanie 
of free speech. 
Beau Grosscup 
.tf ~ i~.-~ 
C~u119 I/lee 
AMERICAN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHAC/.. N. Y. 14850 
TFL. 16071 273-1234 
l BLOCK FROM 
PUS 
' . 
. ,:,_ 
' . . 
-. 
. '· 
,,--_,. 
· , Ple~e · not the'~ follo~ng · SKIIERS· .•· -:---· ·,\7: ·. · 
change· m procedure for course Get y~ur· -s~ _-ri?'ady" ·fo~ the_ 
registration;. Students MUST season. Let us · wax, file .and 
. obtain si~t~re(.fpj:_: all . ..,wer• p-(ex _your·. skiis: 'YI axing .is 
level courses m the l)epai:!ments -$2. 75;: sharpening is $3.50 and 
of E~nomies .. l\!llthematics, Pol- p-tex is $3.60: Complete job 
itics, and Sociology:. Signatur_es - $9.00. . 
can be secured· on Thursday and - We pick up and deliver._. 
Friday, November 10th and Call Rob or Scott at 273-9780 
11th, in the lollowing rooms: · - or X704. · 
\., 
... 
Greeno, _, 1 
. Water polo sounds like a lot 
of fun, but hQ.w do you get the 
horseifto go underwater? 
Bob, 
Hello, glad you're here, 
n6t half as glad as Deb! . 
Lizz 
but 
· E<;<>r.o~ics -& Math - Job · DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT Claudia and Deb, 
~11:1 (Egbert .U~ion), ~:30-4.:00 - AND WEDDING RINGS: Up to.._.. So many visits .and min1Ites-
P.oht1cs & &x,Jolop - DeMotte 50 gercent:diseount ·to students; Each one I'm .thankful for. · 
~m-(Egbert Uruo!l); 8:30-4:00. , faculty and staff. Example, 1/4 _Bop-Shoo-Wap 
This 1s ~ chan~ m proc~du_re ---"ct. $95, t/2 ct. $276, .l ct. $795, 
from the ms_truct~ons ~v~n m the by buying direct from ·-leading 
blue coui:se offe~mgs b~mg. , diamond importer. Foi::. color-
H&S unaec~d majors who catalog send $1 to SMA Dia;mond 
--have questions -about pre-regis- Importers, -Inc., Box 42.. [an-
tration are invited- to a _meeting wood, N.J. 0'10'28 (indicate 
on Thur:.day, November 3r(l:?'at nan;ie of ~hool) · -or call (2!2) 
7 :30 p. m. in ·Friends 102. Dean ,682-3390 for location of show- -
Dan Finlay will be present to room_ nearest you. 
answer questions. . Freshmen 
undeclared ni~ors are especially 
. urged to attend. . . 
· ·Registration by Non-Majors in 
Math Courses that require de-
partment approval (indicated by 
"tr on the schedule) will take 
-place in the JOB Room of Egbert 
Union from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM -
(?n-.Thursday and Friday, Nov-
ember-10 and 11. No such cards 
will be signed i_n Muller Faculty 
center. This does not apply to 
courses requiring professors' sig-
natures. These will be handled, 
as ·usual, during faculty- office 
hours. 
The Math Placement test will be, · 
"given ori Monday evening, Nov~ 
ember. 7 at 7 PM in F205 for 
persons who have hot previously 
takenjt .. The exam is used to 
place - stµdents in appropl'iate 
math courses·and-sections and is 
required of anyone planning ut'-· 
enroll in Math ,Wl, 102, 105,108 
or.UL.-...... · 
The English·-Depar.tmeiit is 
· sponsoring a film series open to 
the public. ·The schedule is listed 
below. Would you please list the · 
:bear Kittens,' 
Roses are ·red 
Violets are blue, 
Hope you had a , 
-Happy Halloween too. 
Love, 
The puppies 
To all the Ginger Rogers that I 
didn't Fred Ast;ure with at the 
N-40, forgive ,ne. 111 catch you 
at the next Boogie shin-dig. 
S.J. 
Dear April and Corey, 
Now it's three, 
and we're so _glad; 
'cause you're the nicest friends 
we've ever had. 
We can't. wait 
until next June, 
·c·ause that's when you'll be 
bride and groom! 
Happy anniversary. 
Love, 
Judi an~ Andy 
P--·u·s· .. ., . . . . 
;) (.,.,,.r,,1:~,~ ~· ".~ ... ~;•fr,,.•;·~.~-;.; /.;<\!1'!l'i ~ \.,:4ir, 
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Boston Bound Driver, 
_- Four - hours to young Philly, 
· blown· out -before leaving I.C., 
Seven hours to Bidil's, God have 
mercy. Speed? 
· Philly navigator ,soon to be-· 
· . Boston navigator 
Gre;no-
How's your friend fox? or is 
my loft a dream of the past? 
. L.B. 
P:S. nice haircut but now you 
need a shave. 
To the lodge, 
Mystery Bongs at 11:12. Ses-
sion 5 this Thursday. -
Clarke 
To t~ose faithful Late-nighters, 
Sunrise-sunset & sunrise. 
The Farm 
Cinde, 
Thanks for everything-I don't 
know what I'll do without you! 
Just promise me that you'll think 
of me whenever you--------. 
Love always, 
T 
Brother Brucie, 
You stubborn mule-Its going 
to be a Bidil weekend. Let's fly 
safely. 
The Party Wagon 
_santa Claus = Felix the Cat? 
(~hines:f: · Amt·ri~·a11 food 
118 :W· State Street 272:..7350 
1, 
~l 
,.t!.'ih ( 
I 'I, 11t'j/ 1.1/f#ffi 
, ;;/1 -
1/'l,:Y ~ 
·ro-· sr'/;E'i'.· -,;B,.,,. , .. JJ. 
,d'' 
. . - . ¼,, 
. ' ,,,, 
-entire series the week ot Nov-
ember 7 and then list.each film in 
the: weekly calendar during the 
appropriate weeks: All films ~ill· 
be in T102 at 8:00 p.m. English . 
Department student" representa-
tive Sara ~ill has coordinated the 
- I' .. 
- I I. 
Wfl'H PURC~E OF lARGE SERVING OF ,·.,,'1;~n· 
series. _ 
. _ SCHEDULE 
November 16 & 17 The Trojan 
Women- · 
December 1 W omeri in 
Love 
February 16 
March· 23 
Tom Jones 
Waiting for 
Godot 
April o -.Death in Venice-
1975- RD 250 . .Yamaha Motor-
cycle, runs great, only $400.00 or 
best offer. ·Call Steve at 
272--8961. 
Tri(!. t? Israel d'uring lnt~rsession 
I ,,~ 
f . . t• 
I /i 1,r,~i1 
I •I ;, 1/(1 
-,, f 
,1/ ·, 
I
,' .J, ·: 
: j/' ·;/~ 
'I I I . 
', 'I 
: ' 
.. 
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Bombers Gain ICAC_ Crown National ·5c-. 
./Goodman \ 
The Ithaca College Bomber, 
wjll attempt to finish with an l · 
undefeated season in the Inde- ": 
pendent College Athletic Confer- ~ 
ence this Saturday when they c: 
host the Tigers of RIT .. Tht· 
Bombers, 3-0 if! league play, will 
face the Tigers for the last time, 
with the Bombers having won all 
five of the previous contests by 
substantial margins. 
'l'he Bombers, 4-3 overall 
after losses to two Division II 
powers and Division II bound 
C.W. Post, came off a big 31-14 
win over Hobart. Led by 
fullback Matt Mees (98 yds, 1 
t.d.) .and tailbacks John Nicolo 
(79 yds.) and Steve Tennenbaum 
{57 yds., 2 t.d.'s), the Ithaca 
ground .attack once more tooke 
the spotlight. The Bomber 
rushes accounted (or 278 yards 
on. 68 carries, outgaining the 
Statesmen runners, who were 
ranked 5th in the country 
(Division III) by 77 yards. 
Leading the way up front were 
Tom Burlin, named "Outstanding 
Lineman of the Game" by his 
coaclies, and li_ttle - (5-10, 205) 
George Giordano, named "Hon-
orary Offensive Captain" for this 
week's RIT game. 
Named "Outstanding Back 
of the Game" was Steve Tennen-
baum · and cited as "Honorary 
De~ensive Captain" for the RIT 
clash was S(lnior John Furey, 
who will be playing in the last 
home game of his college care.er 
on Saturday. 
Furey is one of four starting 
seniors in the Bomber lineup in 
this final home contest of 1977. 
, Also leaving will be captain/of-
fensive back, Carmine Petrizzo, 
is also graduating, along with 
linebackers John Felker, Mike 
Votta, and Pete Podlucky, line-
men Tim Raynolds,' Dave Ham-
bleton, Steve Upton and Robin 
Sanders and Keith Vantine, and 
backs Steve Tennenbaum, STeve-. 
Newell and Pete Savago. . 
The entire- group of seniors 
has seen only one Ithaca College 
loss on South Hill Field in their 
four years of action. That loss, a 
27-24 defeat to AIC three weeks 
ago, broke an 18-game unbeaten 
streak at home, the last loss 
' \ 
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-Sweatshirt robes 
for the gals 
Full length styling,. 
with a 
few added 
touches for,your 
comfort ... 
kangaroo pockets, 
attached hoods 
and a convenient 
· front zipper. 
Washable 
50% acrylic, 
50% cotton 
,n blue, . 
green 
and red. 
S-M-L sizes. 
' 1100· 
·,, Now that the baseball sea- and their Orange Crush· defense. 
,:;t.·t,.:) son is completed and the hockey Their ~efense has given up only 
. .;_ . :'~ --1i()\ and basketball seasons are un- 70 points in 7 games; The 
1
·:·'i,;., ··,;';~.. ' '·: derway, the halfway point of the defense will have to live up to its 
· ,: ·"-, National Football · League \ has name because the competition is 
sneaked up. This year, more stiffer in the . seci>nd half of the 
than ,any recent year, more season then it was: in the 
teams 'are ~attling for playoff beginning, The Broncos, led by a 
positions and causin_g the usual rejuvenated Craig Morton (what 
playoff participants some pro- a change of scenery does for. 
. blems this year. But instead of s~me people i!,-- amazing), will 
· j the competition level decreasing, have the- tougher of the two 
,: .. .- the contrary_ seems tru~. This schedules. The Broncos· hav~ 
· week we will examine the AFC. Pittsburgh, Baltimore and Dallas 
Photo by Frank Sellers· 
coming in 1973 to C. W .Post. 
Saturday's 31-14 win over 
Hobart began what lthacans 
hope will be a new and even 
longer string of victorie's. 
One se11ior who may left his 
mark in Bomber football history 
· with his performance against 
Hobart is free safety Scott· 
Colton, who picked · off his 
seventh pass in as many games 
to tie a . school record for 
interceptions in a season. The· 
seven steals equal the mark set 
in 1972 by Qennis Leyden, and 
with two.games remaining Col-
ton should have a good opportun-
ity to break it. "Colton is as good 
a safety man as we've ev-er had at 
Ithaca," says head coach Jim 
B~tt~rfield. . "He's extremely 
intelligent and · has excellent 
pursuit to the ball." 
Colton helped spark an Ithaca 
defense that held a strong 
Hobart attack in check for most 
of the game. The Statesmen 
never. even mounted a scoring 
threat in the first half, save a 
60-yard touchdown bomb from 
Pat Tumulty to Jack Oavis with 
6:38 left in-the i1aalf. 
By that time the Bombers 
had_ already put.·. 14 second 
qu~rter points on the board, with 
Matt Mees scoring from 8 yards 
out to cap an 80-yard drive in 14 
plays, and split end Bob Edson 
collecting the other score on a 
3rd . and goal touchdown pass 
· from Steve Manning from the 
Hobart 25-yd. line. 
The Bombers had it their 
way for most of the second half 
· as well, striking pay dirt on their 
first possession · to convert a 
49-yard, 7 play drive. Backup 
quapterback Scott Thon, who 
had. a- good day for the Bombers, 
set up the score with a 19-yard 
run to the. 1-yard · line, and 
tailback Steve Tennenbaum ran 
it in from there. ' • 
· On · their v_~ry next posses-
sion, the Bombers again drove to 
the Statesmen -1-yard line, to a 
beautiful 47-yl!!'d,pass from Thon 
to Gai;y Harris, but a fumble on 
first arid goal gave Hobart the 
ball. The Statesmeri then put 
together · their only sustained 
drive of the .,day, ·marching 99 
yards.Jor the scor~, the final 19 
on a pass from Tumulty to Pat 
'Brady.· , 
. Hobart fumbles (they h~d 5 
on the day) led-to·_-the _final two 
At the moment, there ,are_ left to play. These games will 
three races and it looks like all tell . much about how far the 
three will not be decided•till the - mile-high boys go. 
end of the year. The battle for 
the wildcard team may have to 
take some figuring by-the league. 
In the East, the Miami Dol-
phips seems· to have come back 
from a few years of ~ediocre 
football. The Dolphins have 
found·an offense at the same time 
that their quarterback Bob -
Greise started using his pre-
scription glasses during the 
game. But to battle with the two 
expected leaders, New England 
and · Baltimore, the_ Dolphi.ns 
have to play exceptional ball for 
five consecutive weeks. These 
weeks they face: ·New England, 
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Baltimore 
and New England again. Mean-
It is a shame· that O.J. 
Simp·son's career will have to 
come to a close due to knee 
injury but what will be even 
more shameful will be the Bills' 
franchise. The Juice was the 
franchise, and that was going in a 
downward movement-quickly. 
The attendence is getting weak-
er and performances like the 
56-17 thrashing at the hands of 
the Seattle Seahawks will not 
help. . 
Bqff alo will have to make 
some changes in the off-season or 
the PA announcer will be saying 
next year: "Will -the crowd 
sitting in Row 2B, seat 7 please 
ris,e for the. national anthem.'' while, the Colts and the Patroits 
should breeze to' the final week-
end · showdown at Baltim.ore. Bits and Pieces: The baseball 
The AFC Ventral is very tight £rel-agent market opens Friday. 
with only two games· separating 1Look for Rich Gossage and Larry 
all four teams. Cleveland, which Hisle to be the most sought after 
has improved since Forrest - players ... The Red Sox will not be 
Gregg has taken over as coach,· in a position to bid·on·the·quality 
has been pll3:ying well. The players. The- ~ew ownership 
Browns have a . good chance to · made an agreement with 11 bank 
win most. of. their remaining that is' financing the club that 
games while the Bengals and their players' salaries will· not 
Steelers will be battling each increase by more than 1 percent 
week. Pittsburgh has a very a year ... That is just one of many 
to:ugh schedule but because of provisions made by the bank on 
their feared reputation, fans still the Red Sox. The American 
expect them to -win each week. League owners would do well by 
And when they lose, people say not permitting this sale in their 
they are through as' a power- meetings ... New Orleans Jazz off 
house .. But the Steelers seem to to, good start led by Pete 
play 'their best in the do-or-die Maravich and Len "Truck" Rob-
games. The Bengals have been inson. Pistol is averaging 31 
hurt by injl'ri.es. (e,specially jto kjpoints a game while "Truck" is 
quarterback Ken Anderson) and chipping in with -25.2 points a 
are strachin·g and clawing• - game and almost 19 rebounds a 
through each weelt. !!'hey cannot game ... Philadelphia Flyers have'. 
seem to have an easy week. This four players)n top ten scoring. 
may take toll on them towards Sa)eski, Leach, Clarke and Kind-
the end of the year. The key to rachuk ... Buffalo Sabres tried a 
this divisjon will be the inter-div-· new tactic to. defeat Montreal 
isional play. I.. , (Unbelievably their second 
The surprise · of the season straight loss) on Sunday. 
has to be th!' Denver · Broncos 
_Trivia. /Goodfflan, 
QUESTION ONE: Notre Dame 
defeated Navy 43·10 on S11turday 
to give the Irish ',a 41-9 career 
record against the Middies since 
this classic started back in 1927. 
The last time Navy beat Notre 
,on Saturday and then· ihe Buffalo 
Sabres were a 4-0 ,'vjctors. on 
Sunday., Name the last"time the 
Canadiens were -shut out at 
home. ·· · 
Dame was back in 1963. Name QUESTION FIVE: The Kansas 
, the quarterback for Navy in that City Chiefs fired their )tead coach 
game. · Paul. Wiggin on Monday and was 
' QUES'l'ION TWO: The Boston 
Bruins have'-retired four num':. 
hers. Name the play~rs and 
· their numb~_r of the jersey. 
,replaced by assistant Tom Bet- ,. . 
tis. Name the coach that Wiggin 
repla~e_d back in 1975. 
W'l?.I'JS JfUl?H =3AM 113A\SN:V 
QUEST.ON THREE: Chicago 1 \ ,. -
· Ithaca-scores, a21-yard field goal ,. 
by Tom Darling and . an 8-yard ' 
touchdown run by Steve Ten: 
nenbaum, his second of the day: 
Bear _running back Walter Pay-· , , ~L6I, 
ton· ran_ for· 205 yards iigainst- g .1aqwaAoN _00 0·8 waq1 l'l?aq 
Green Bay on,Sunday to tie club 'l?!q~1ap1?(!l{d ·ruJ.O.i 113A\SNV 
recor~. Name the pl~yer. th~t s.:ia.l~ a . ·' ' 
Payton holds the,., club recor«l S rup ·3~ 11~SNV 
NOTES: -The Bombers have. 
beaten RIT by a combined· score 
of 2i3-56 in, their . five· contesis, · 
for an average SCiore'.of 42.6-11.2, 
Ifs no wonder· the_Tigei:s ha\'.e 
dropped ·the _Bombers from t.heir 
d.,d~.;.-~rrowmb...~ 
wi~. ' ~ lP!Wt{aS·ll!W · ·Sl# .. .tadde10 l!Q 
QUESTION FOUR: As hard to ·S# :wwqa1m 1auoM -g# ·.:a.1oq9..: 
·believe· as · it is/ the: Montreal 3!PP3 · . ·Zf# · · =oAU- ·mM.~NV 
C8nadiens· Jo~-- two . .' consecutive ~- . . ,.-,. 
game!;,'. at "home';· - The Los · · .;~ 2 =3No'u~·~SqNV:)liq 
Angelt:s Kin~ _beat the·Habs 5-3 ·_!ltl'JS_ _a <>ll . . ·-~ _ . 
-· 
Cagers Should 
Repeat 
By Barry Lowenhar 
They are tall, talented and 
strong, with deep replacements 
at each-position, and boast just 3 
seniors on a team where depth 
and balance are the keys to a 
winning season. They are the 
defending ICAC champions, and 
do not intend to give up their 
crown. 
· They are none other than 
the Ithaca College basketball 
team, whose 15-10 record and 
first place finish, make them the 
#1 varsity team on the I.C. 
campus. 
As the second week of full 
practices winds down Coach 
Darryl Lehnus's troops are slow-
ly rounding out into shape for the 
long season ahead, which in-
cludes such powers as Hamilton, 
Albany State and Hartwick 
College. 
It's a young Bomber squad 
with 3 seniors, 6 juniors and 4 
promising sophomores, one be-
ing forward Tony Smith, a 
defensive back for the football 
team, who is scheduled to check 
in at the end of the football 
season. 
"We've got alot of people 
who've never played together 
before, we are not as far along as 
we were a year ago," Lehnus 
said, "Last years' club was 
pretty much a 4 year club that 
played together and they knew 
each other, as a result things 
went together a lot smoother and 
a lot quicker. We've not put 
things together yet but I guess 
we should not be expected to, 
we've got 3 or 4 weeks to go 
yet." 
Among the losses from last 
years championship team are 
starters Jim Duell and All ICAC 
forward Joe Casey, the teams 
top scorer, and backcourt men 
Dave Pitzer and Jim Nolan, as 
well as forward Mike Melnicki. 
However, despite the heavy 
coach Lehnus is optimistic about 
his teams' chances. 
"I think we do have the 
individual talent to be an ICAC 
champion," he said," and that's 
number one of our team goals." 
And what about the Bomber 
talent'!,_ well its a very flexible 
team with better than average 
replacements at each positions. 
Forwards: This is the 
overall stren1,ith of the club with 
many interchangable players. 
Lew Michaux: A coaches 
dream, the Bombers version of 
Dr. J. in the ICAC. "Lew has 
skills he hasn't ever taped yet;" 
Lehnus commented, "He's a 
great offensive player, who can 
give it up just as easily as he can 
score." 
Michaux was· the teams 
leading scorer and rebounder 2 
seasons ago, but a broken ankle 
sidelined him for all of last 
season. This .year he's 100 
percent sound, and is co-captain 
of the squad with senior guard 
Jim Cuddy. 
Herb Richmond: Was press-
ed into more playing time than 
usual last year because of 
Michaux's injury. As a result he 
switched jconstantly between 
big forward and small center 
which hindered his development. 
"Herb has had the best pre 
season so far that anyone on the 
club,· Lehnus said, "Right now: 
he's the leading candidate for a 
starting front court position." 
"Bruce has excellent skills, 
Lehnus remarked, He's in the 
area of the spectacular, · the 
things he does sometimes are 
outstanding." 
Along with Michaux Bruce 
should rank either one or two on 
the Bombers scoring, but must 
first win a starting position. 
Steve Potolsky: A versitile 
player, Steve can play either the 
pivot or the big forward position 
for the Bombers, but should see 
the most action at forward this 
year. 
"Steven is a total offensive 
player," according to Lehnus, 
"Right now he's trying to work 
on his other skills, like passing 
and rebounding." 
Potolsky possessess a soft 
shot and is an excellent passer 
from the Bombers high post 
options, which are run off the 
center. 
Guards: Very solid at all 
positions, with 3 players fighting 
for 2 starting spots. 
Jim Cuddy; Co-captain of 
the squad this year, Jim is one of 
,the best pure shooters on the 
team, and can hit the 20 footer 
consistently form anywhere on 
the floor. 
"Jimmy is playing with 
much more conficence this year, 
Lehn us said, He has the ability to 
go to the boards real well, he's 
one of the best rebounding 
guard~ I've ever seen." 
Dave Wood: A 3 year 
lettermen, Dave is the quarter-
_back of the team who despite his 
5-11 height manages to survive 
against the bigger guards. A 
tremendous passer, Dave has 
improved his shooting, which 
was hampered last year due to a 
broken finger. 
Dan Harris: Battling Wood 
-and -Cuddy, for a starting guard 
spot, Dan showed tremendous 
poise as a freshman last year 
against St. Lawrence in the 
playoffs. A deadly outside 
shooter, · and tough defensive 
player, it will take up to the final 
day of practice to decide which of 
the guard will ba a starter. 
Center: The biggest question 
mark because of the many 
players who can play there. 
Jim Watkavicz: The only 
center on the team, Jim is the 
newest addition to the Bomber '· 
squad, and with his 6-4 210 
pound frame he should make his 
presence felt immediately. 
Knicknamed the "Animal" for his 
aggressive style of play, Jim will 
not get you 20 points, but will 
come up with -double figures in 
rebounds, one of the key players 
to the Bombers success .. 
Bench Strength: Without a 
doubt, this is the deepest Bomb-
er squad in some years, the only 
problem is its youth, with many 
players who will take time to 
adjust to each other. In the 
guard spots are sophomore Dave 
Benbertlo, a great shooter, and 
last year JV quarterbach Dav_e 
Demssey. Up front the Bombers 
have an experienced sub jin 
Kenny Gardner who played well 
in the playoffs, and up from 1 he> 
JV squad, two strong pown 
forwards, Tony, George McGin-
nis who will report after football, 
and Tim Forbes. At the j 
swingman position the Irombers 
hav.e one of the .teams most 
individually talented players, 
Dave Stevenson, who led . the 
team in vertical leap during jthe 
early drills. A solid 6-3 185 
pounds, Dave can play either 
small forward or big guard, and 
should see· more playing time 
than last season. 
A solid 6-4, · Herb has 
tremendous leaping ability and 
timing and has a knack for 
moving well without the ball for 
easy layups and followups of 
missed shots. 
Bruce . Jones: 
In general it should be a 
successful season for coach -
- Next to Darryl Lenhnus and his crew, as Michaux the -most individually they have the talent~ depth and 
. taJente? player on the squad, ability to remain on top admist 
with ,~d~y ,s~oot'l,J~~~e~,.~!1d the .ICAC tqis ear .. 
great quickness. :,·,· f'. • ·• .-•• ~ .;•0:1,,l ,"J!··/!· 
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Profile /Walmark 
by Reid Walmark 
Last Saturday !lgainst Hobart 
College, Scott Colton tied the 
Bombers' seasonal interception 
record. When the senior, 
free-safety picked off his seventh 
pass, he equaled Dennis Ley-
den's accomplishment during the 
1972 campaign. 
In no way does Scott gloat 
over his achievement. Instead 
he emphasizes the gridder's team 
interception record of 22. 
"Credit must go to all facets of 
the team when big plays occur," 
Colton says. "It is a conglomera-
tion of efforts from all areas of 
the team when records are 
broken." 
The Recreation Management 
major is a two sport man. At 
Huntington High School on Long 
Island and at LC., Scott has 
been a stellar performer in 
baseball and football. During his 
senior year at H.H.S. he was 
named the Most Improved Play-
er on his baseball c!ub while 
pitching and playing the outfield. 
A member of the Pi Lambda 
Chi fraternity, Scott enjoys 
listening to music and 
dancing. He also appreciates the 
theatre, both Broadway and local 
productions. 
Playing free-safety, Colton is 
the centerfielder in the deep 
backfield. He discusses his 
position and his defensive back-
field teammates: "The free-safe-
ty calls the defensive signals for 
the secondary. We work well as 
a unit and respect one another 
both on and off the field. I take it 
upon myself to keep the second-
ary aware of situations through-
out the game." 
"The seniors throughout the 
year have provided leadership 
through their communication a-
mong one another; spreading• 
their thoughts and knowledge 
amongst the underclassmen." 
Although Scott is a senior 
academically, he still has ·one 
more year of athletic eligibility 
remaining in football. One 
person who wants Scott back 
next year is varsity coach Jim 
Butterfield. "We"re very pleased 
with what Scotty has been doing 
at safety this year," says Butter-
field in ananlyzing Scotfs contri-
bution to the team. "he's had an 
excellent year in many ways. 
The most obvious to the fan is 
the interceptiorr record. But he"s 
had a very strong overall game in 
every other way. He is an 
excellent ballplayer ... 
Crew Beats Cornell 
The fall crew season is 
winding down to its finale, 
marked by the Frostbite Regatta 
in Philadelphia on Nov. 19, and 
most crews are just about ready 
to pack in their oars and rest up 
till the spring. 
But the oarsmen at Ithaca 
College may not be able to wait 
until then. The varsity-8 heavy-
weight crew is especially enthus-
ed after a fine showing on 
Cayuga Lake's flood control inlet 
against the Cornell and Syracuse 
varsities. Rowing at a 30-31 pace 
for the bulk of the race, the 
Ithacans kept pace with national 
powerhouse. Syracuse, finally 
losing the 3600 meter race by 
half a boat length. Ithaca's eight 
beat Cornell, however, last -
year·s national champions, by a 
full two lengths, the first victory 
ever over the neighboring -
school. 
In all fairness to Cornell'!> 
crew, stroked again by Olympian Head of the Rideau and 19th at 
Chip Lubsen, they have been the Head of the Charles in the 
working largely on basics this fall elite race (against the top crews 
and rowed the entire race at a in the world), will next face 
28-29 count. Sill, the Red Trent University this Saturday, 
oarsmen were impressed by the Nov. 5 at Ithaca's Cayuga Lake 
young Ithaca College team, as inlet. The varsity and J. V. 
were the Syracuse coaches, and heavies will go for Ithaca against 
the effort "shows that our Trent's varsity heavies, and a 
program is getting on a par with women's race is also scheduled. 
the big schools--with major col- Starting time is 12 noon for the 
lege rowing," said Ithaca coach 2000 meter event. 
Bob Tallman. "I couldn't be any Last Saturday was Ithaca's 
more pleased with our showing." intrasquad race, an annual event 
Ithaca's boating for the between six different crews 
informal race is as follows: chosen by the seniors, who act as 
Bow-Rob Lende (So.); 2-Tim Lee captains for each boat. The 
·:!So,};· 3-Dwignt-P.ederson-(J:i,..~ -- winning- entry, which· ·received· 
4-Blair Foerster (So.); 5-Jim the Freeman Cup, donated by 
Hanchrow(So.); 6-Les Sheely - Ithaca alumni James D. Freeman 
(Sr.); 7-Ed Reams (Sr.); Stroke- was captained by Doug Christie 
Bill Bryan (Sr.-Commodore); · and stroked by freshman John 
Coxswain-Doug Christie (Sr.). Bush. In second was a boat 
Ithaca's heavies, which fin- stroked and captained by com-
ished 7th out of 19 crews at the modore Bill Ryan. 
Head of the Trent, _3rd at the 
This is your absolutely last chance 
to have Your Photo included 
in the 1918 Cayuean o 
Sian UP for Your Portrait time 
next week in the 
Unio,n LobbYo 
Monday C Thursday 11/1 = 11/10 
from 1.0a.me C 4PE)m0 
Photos will be. taken in the basement 
' 
of Landon Hall 
Nov·.,. ·14 thru ·Nov® 11 
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Front Mark Mumpton, Leslie Rau, Ned Bitsack, 
Sue Kneler Back· Bill Marakovits, Larry Sedwick, 
f;.,.iart Cotts, Steve Haims~ Bob Paskoff 
Front . Bill Tumas; Robin Zuck, Tracy Meyerhans, 
Kim Howe Bach . Andy Meyn, Chris Dexter. 
Germaine Weaver, F~·ank Stasio 
/' 
Front .Jon Jacobsen, Marie Rowe, Amy Estabrook 
Middle Denise DiDom?;-io, Lauri Strausi,, Carin 
Kirschner Back Peggy Frost 
Front Vicki Zettler, Cathy Shidlovsk i. Laura 
Gand, "<.'arol Irvine, Linda Jordan Back·. Donna 
Lyon!.. Shari Shapiro, Julie Volk, Betsy Priuhed., 
Jane Garner 
L. to R. Mathew Sutherland, Tracy Meyerhans, 
Leonora DiToronto, Jeanette Wilson, Laura Gand Front Rich Petersen, Jo~ne Tanner, Mike 
Tukes Middle Donna Glaser, Sharon Hatoli, Gail 
du Fosse Back Joel Knickerbocke~-
Front Lisa Gardex, Kim Maxcy, Gretche11 
'"" i ... 
Wylegala, Carol Wendell, Sue Payne Middle. 
MaurPen Stacy, Cynthia Taylor, Jackie Daniels 
Back Mike Trenchard 
I ).•I 
t ront !\like Kenner. l'iancv Bartalone, ~nd) 
Me~·n,. Jamie Hoffmiw. Back Roge~ Eslinger, 
Jackie l\lcGinnis, Ellynne Morgan 
Front · Sue Goldstein, Chris Greenman;, Sue . · 
·. Wallace, Nancy Zelmu Back Tr•cy ~hiff, Donna. J.'ront: ," · Jay· Roebner. Colleen 1.'.omajer • . Scott l\1acDow·en, Kathv ·Redshaw llacl. -Larry llyde, 
Lii;a Shuchman, Pet~r. Throo~: Coope~. Rose Schueler 
·_,.,L...__ 
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